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Theoretical considerations on a
thermodynamic model of muscle action

H. C. Hemker and'$f. Th. Hermens

From the Laboratory of Cardiobiochemistry, Uniuersity Hospital, Leiden, Holland

The usual models of muscle action come in
two types: the morphological and biochemi-
cal models try to explain how muscle proteins
interact so as to cause contraction, the
physiological models explain the data on
contractility and elasticity in terms of
coupled contractile and elastic elements.

Both types of models are not meant to give
insight in the interrelations between chemical
and mechanical processes - at least not on a
quantitative basis. Yet such interrelations
are of interest for the study of the contractility
of muscle, because the ratio of mechanical
energy output to chemical energy input
defines the efficiency of the muscle and
because the influence of various external
parameters on this efficiency is of interest
both in experimental and clinical situations.

It is the purpose of this communication to
present a thermodynamic model of muscle
action in which such interrelations can be
considered. This model is not meant to
replace morphological, biochemical, or phy-
siological models. Rather is it our aim not to
be in contradiction with any of these, but to
focus on properties that are not in the scope
of other models.

The simplest model of a chemocontractile
machine consists of a cylinder, closed with a
piston in which two substances M and D are
contained that can chemically interconvert -
that is:

M a D  ( a )

When the partial volume of D is less than that
of M, a shift of the reaction towards the right
will cause the volume to decrease and hence
the piston to move inwards - for example,
under the influence of atmospheric pressure.

Muscle hardly changes its volume upon
contraction, but it does change its length. In
an isotropic medium, according to Curie's
law, changes in chemical composition are
unable to influence length without the aid of
a mechanical device like a piston. Muscle,
however, is anisotropic, so that a direct
coupling between length and chemical
changes is feasible. In order to describe such
changes, we have to postulate a property of
the components of the system that influences
the total length of the system just as partial
volume influences the volume. We called this
property partial length (li) and detned it as the
infinitesimal change of overall length with an
infinitesimal addition of the substance under
consideration - thaf is:

/  a l  \  /  a l \
^- : (urur*)*"."., l" : (av":/r*,"."' (t)

When )a < l* a shift to the right in reaction
(a) will cause shortening.

When we assume that the heat content of
the system does not change (dQ:o) and
neither does the volume (dV: o), the change
in internal energy of a contractile system in
which a reaction occurs is given by:

dU : fdl+ldg (z)

Table of symbols used in this paper

A
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F

a
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Mi
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U

: Concentration of substance i in number
of moles present in the total system

: Mass of substance i present in the total
system

: length
: part ial  length of substance i
: pressule
: temperatufe
: force
: internal energy content

: affinity
: molecular weight of substance i
: progress variable of a chemical reaction
: heat content
: volume
: chemical potential of substance i
: change in concentration of substance i by

exchange with the environment
: entropy
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where l:fiiapa-111mp- by definition, and
df :dNu: -dN- by definition. As dU is a
total differential it follows from (z) that

laf\ IaA\
\ael, : |1a/, (3)

In equilibrium A:oi as I contains a term
dependent upon the concentrations of M and
D, A:o defines the composition of the
system, and therewith its length (all other
variables being held constant). It thus follows
that

AA
a+o  (+ )

An externally imposed change in length will
cause I to change - that is, to deviate from
zero. This means that the reaction will start
to proceed, so that dt+o. Because of the
relationships (:) and (4) a change in force will
accompany a change in the progress variable
({). A change in length thus causes A and {
as well as f to change. This chemical coupling
between force and length means that, for
example, computer-simulations of force-
velocity relations using the usual models
should account for the fact that, in a chemo-
contractile system, the characteristic para-
meters of the contractile and elastic
components cannot be varied independently
ofeach other. To a certain extent one could
say that contractile and elastic elements are
identical.

Apart from the trivial cross-relations
mentioned here, of which we will give a few
other examples, the irreversible flows in a
muscle - as, for example, heat flow - are also
coupled (Onsager-relations). For instance
there is a cross-effect between changes
in chemical reaction velocity and changes in
pressure. We are at present studying this
subject.

We will now extend our system to obtain
a more realistic model of muscle contraction.
First we will assume that, instead of one
equilibrium reaction M=D, the following
reaction scheme is operative:

M + S  +  D + R  ( b )
D - + M (c)

We may well ask if and how these reactions
are represented in real muscle. M and D are
thought to be the contractile molecule (or
group of molecules) in their relaxed state
(M) or contracted (D). S is the energy-yielding
molecule (ATP), R is the breakdown product
of S (ADP).

M (and D) represent the actomyosin com-
plex, A more detailed reaction scheme is
possible on the basis of the biochemical
data available, including the combination of
actin with myosin-ATP, etc. Such a scheme

would not, however, change the basic con-
clusion that can be drawn from thermody-
namic considerations, and therefore is not
within the scope of this article.

It appears sufficient to envisage the muscle
as a contractile 'black box' in which chemical
reactions occur. The energy comes from a
substance S that enters the 'black box' from
its surroundings, R is a product of the inside
activity. A set oftwo reactions that partly re-
verse each other, like (b) and (c), is the simplest
picture of this activity. Apart from considering
two chemical reactions, we will also include
the possibility of mass-exchange between our
system and its environment. In particular,
we will assume the existence of flows of
substances S and R between the system and
its surrounding.

The change in internal energy in this case
is given by:
du :  Tds-Pdv+fd l+11d61

* Azd€r+ P"dM* + rr*tM"

n

rl
d
,e
n

(s)
The entropy change dS is the exchange of
heat of our system with the surroundings
(dQ) as well as the heat internally produced -
for example, when an exothermic chemical
reaction takes place. The symbol - denotes
changes that accompany external transport.
We assume
r dVnvo-that is, no negligible changes in
volume occur
2 III5ATIIIg

3 diiR:-dfr{"-that is, substance S enters
our system at the same rate as R leaves it.
Under these conditions the expression for the
internal energy change becomes:

dU :  TdS+fdt+ l rdf1
+ Azd("+/1tdM' (6)

where
/p = lr"-lr* Q)

From (6) we find the cross-relation

rj!-\ : (+\ (8)
\?Ms/ s, r .61,g2 \  , l  /  s .gr ,de,  r ' , rs

The quantity^4p defined by (7) determines the
net energy-gain by the inflow and outflow of
S and R respectively. We see from (8) that
^4p. changes with length - that is, the meta-
bolic efficiency must change when the muscle
is stretched.

One can also prove the following relation
to be valid for our system:

- SdT+ VdP+fdl- )1M'dp, : e
(Gibbs-Duhem relation), which yields the
following cross-relation

/ af \ /aM"\l ;= l  :  l -# l  (s)
\ u l a M /  T ,  P , 1 , ! R , t s , t D  \  w L  /  T , P , u
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Assuming the exerted force f stronger with
increasing pM, we find the Le Chatelier-
principle - for example, an externally im-
posed stretch would increase the fraction of
contractile molecules in the relaxed state
(M*).

Introducing the state-parameter

G :  U - T S + P V - f  1  ( T O )

we find from (S) and (6)

dG :  -sdT+vdP- ldf

+A/ .gr+A2dt ,+A;dMs (r r )

resulting in the cross-relation

/a/u\ | al \
(-zr/,,".*,.*,,*" : (ffi/*.r,,,r,, €, lr2)

So /pr changes with force as well as with
length.

The breakdown of S in the muscle (dfr)
likewise is coupled to force and length. This
is easily derived from the formulae (S) and
(r r), analogous to the derivation of (9) and (r z).

Finally, we consider a stationary contrac-
ted state which means that the chemical
reactions (b) and (c) and the external flow
balance each other, while the system may
still exert a force but does not change its
length - that is, the internal energy as well as
the length do not change any more. For this
case we can derive the relation:

d U : d Q + / p d ' M " : o  ( r : )

where we used the-assumptions
r no temperature gradient exists within the
system,
z electrical, surface, and viscosity effects are
negligible.

The relation (I3) shows that in such a
stationary state the chemical energy from the
conversion S+R comes out as heat.

It should be remembered that these rela-
tions consider a system containing a constant
amount of contractile material (Mu*Mo).
In muscle, however, the availability of

reactive actin will vary with the Ca+ +

concentration, and the possibility that reac-
tive actin and myosin will interact will
change with length, because the zone of over-
lap between actin and myosin fllaments, not
considered until now, changes.

In other words: the relations found here
hold at constant 'activation' of actin - for
example, constant intracellular Ca+ + con-
centration * and at a constant overlap of
actin and myosin. In order to arrive at a
more realistic description, it is therefore
necessary to consider the consequences of
Mu*Mo being dependent upon time and
upon the amount of overlap. This is at
present being investigated. Ifowever, the
considerations presented above show that the
relations between force, velocity, heat, energy
consumption, etc., found experimentally
cannot be explained on the sole basis of
changes in overlap and 'activation' of actin
only.

The change in/p.that occurs with changes
in length and force is especially interesting,
because it shows that, dependent upon
external parameters, a variable fraction of
the energy from the reaction S-+R - that is,
ATP-+ADP + Pi - is converted into mechan!
cal energy (the remainder coming out as
heat).

Summary
It is shown that, in a hypothetical contractile
element in which the amount of active con-
tractile material does not change (which
would be comparable with a constant Ca++-
concentration and a constant zone of overlap
in real muscle), there still exist cross-relations
between force and length and reaction velo-
city and mechanical efficiency. Relationships
between these variables, observed experimen-
tally, are thus not to be explained in terms of
independent contractile and elastic elements,
or changes in zone of overlap only.


